IT’s future value proposition
Many executives expect IT will play a growing role in driving business results, according to a new survey.
For that to happen, CIOs must broaden their profiles and prove IT’s effectiveness in areas such as digital
and innovation.
IT is poised to play a new, more strategic role in companies, one that moves beyond support to create
business value through technology-based business innovation and digital initiatives. But according to the
newest McKinsey Global Survey on business technology,1 IT organizations continue to struggle
with performance issues, both in conventional IT and in areas that are critical for the future. As a result,
technology leaders aren’t often the clear owners of technology-related activities and capabilities,
and many respondents—especially on the business side—see their IT organizations as replaceable by thirdparty providers. For IT and its leaders to become business partners, the results suggest that CIOs
must raise their skills and influence within the organization, leverage technology to move the business’s
innovation agenda forward, and address the strategic, operating-model, and talent problems that
underlie IT’s ineffectiveness.

A shifting value proposition for IT
According to the results, many executives—both in and out of IT—expect IT’s value proposition to change
meaningfully in the coming years (Exhibit 1). Currently, the largest shares of respondents say IT
creates the most value through more traditional business enablement and operational support. But they
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Exhibit 1

Executives expect that IT’s value proposition will shift dramatically, away from
enablement and operations and toward integration and innovation.
How IT is creating most
value for organizations1. . .
% of respondents

. . . and 5 years from now,
% of respondents

39

Operational stability and management

Integrating technology solutions

7

33

Innovation

23

23

21

Technology strategy

Design thinking

17

45

Business-process enablement

15

26

10

13

1 When

asked about the ways that IT creates the most value currently, respondents could select up to 2 options; when asked about the value they
expect IT will create 5 years from now, they could select only 1 option. Respondents who answered “don’t know” are not shown; n = 709.

predict that in the next few years, technology will drive business results. Respondents are most likely
to expect that IT will contribute most through innovation and through integrating technology solutions in
support of business results—a dramatic shift from IT’s current role.
As part of that, respondents also believe that IT should be playing an important role in shaping
strategy around digitization. Roughly 80 percent say that business and technology should collaborate
on digital strategy, compared with only 55 percent who say they do so now.
Other responses reinforce the merit of IT’s contributions, both current and potential. When technology
leaders are involved in shaping business strategy, IT’s ability to create value is greater. As we’ve seen
in previous surveys,2 respondents report greater IT effectiveness when their CIOs are very involved in
overall business strategy. With engaged CIOs, digital initiatives do better as well: 43 percent of
respondents with very involved CIOs report significant business impact from their digital initiatives,
compared with 23 percent of all others who say the same.
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Exhibit 2

Few respondents characterize IT’s performance as very effective, especially in areas that
are critical to IT’s future value proposition.
IT organizations’ effectiveness at functional activities,
% of respondents1

Critical for IT’s future value proposition
Very effective

8

10

Somewhat
effective

23

21

12

12

10

25

27

36

16

39

All other
responses2

68

Leading design
of e-commerce,
online
experience3

70

Developing
analytics use
cases3

62

Identifying
cutting-edge
or innovative
technologies3

61

Leading digital
transformations
across
business3

54

Leading IT-wide
transformations4

44

Average
responses
for all other
activities5

1 Figures

may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.
respondents who said “neutral,” “somewhat ineffective,” “very ineffective,” “don’t know,” or “not applicable; our IT
organization isn’t involved.”
3 n = 709.
4 n = 387.
5 Includes 6 additional activities, out of 11 the survey asked about. For these 6, the shares saying “very effective” range from 17% to 34%.
Three of the activities (“leading transformations within IT organization,” “managing enterprise-wide data architecture/infrastructure,”
and “managing IT’s performance”) were asked only of IT respondents.
2 Includes

IT struggles to perform, and its future is uncertain
Despite this opportunity for IT, this year’s results continue a long-standing pattern of performance
concerns in the IT function, even among IT respondents themselves. What’s worse, perceptions
are especially negative in the areas that are most critical to IT’s future value proposition (Exhibit 2). Just
12 percent of all respondents say their IT organizations are very effective at leading digital transformations across their business, and only 8 percent say IT is very effective at the design of e-commerce and
online experience. When organizations have undergone major IT transformations (the modernization
of infrastructure, for example), few business leaders have even noticed. Fifty-one percent of IT respondents
report having undergone major transformations in the past two years, while just 36 percent of their
business peers say the same.
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In some of these same capabilities that will be critical to IT’s future, respondents also report a lack of
clear ownership. Executives are more likely to say there’s no clear owner for activities such as e-commerce
design and technical delivery than they are to say these capabilities are the CIO’s responsibility.
With regard to who should be leading these activities, in order for the organization to use technology most
effectively, neither the CIO nor the CTO is cited by a majority of respondents.
Moreover, many executives can imagine replacing IT with external vendors or service providers. About
one-third of all respondents, including 43 percent of business leaders, describe IT as significantly
or fully replaceable by vendors and third-party providers (Exhibit 3). Since the previous survey, the gap
between business and IT executives who say technology is substitutable has also grown considerably.
And
while
nine in ten respondents agree that, over the next five years, their central IT organizations will
Survey
2017
undergo
some
fundamental
changes (for example, a change of 30 percent or more to overall budget or
IT’s
future
value
proposition
resources),
the6jury is still out on what, exactly, those differences will be. Respondents are nearly as likely
Exhibit
3 of
to expect that the IT function’s responsibilities will increase as technology becomes more central to the
overall business as they are to predict that the business side will execute most of the work that IT does now.

Exhibit 3

More than four in ten business executives believe IT is significantly or fully replaceable
by third-party services.
Extent to which business executives believe IT functions’
work could be substituted by 3rd-party IT services,
% of respondents1

IT respondents2

Non-IT respondents3

43
37

+80%
32
24

22
17
10

5

Not at all a substitute

1 Respondents

Slight substitute

Moderate substitute

Significant or
complete substitute

outside of IT were asked to share their own perspective on IT’s potential to be replaced by 3rd-party work. Respondents in IT were
asked to answer on behalf of business executives at their organizations, and how they believe their business counterparts perceive IT’s potential to
be replaced. Those who answered “don’t know” are not shown.
2 n = 387.
3 n = 322.
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An imperative to improve
For CIOs and technology leaders to strengthen IT’s value proposition and relevance in the digital
era, they must make meaningful contributions to growth and innovation. The results suggest that a greater
leadership role for the CIO and improved alignment and ways of working are critical to this success.

Survey 2017
First,future
CIOs need
to establish
themselves as genuine business leaders and partners. At organizations where
IT’s
value
proposition
CIOs don’t
Exhibit
4 have
of 6 responsibility for key technology activities, IT and non-IT respondents alike tend to
say it’s because the organizational context and culture limit the CIO’s role (Exhibit 4). They are much less
likely to say the main reason is a lack of leadership skills or limited knowledge of business processes,

Exhibit 4

Business and IT respondents agree on what holds back their CIOs: organizational culture
and a limited role.
Reasons CIOs are not responsible for technology activities,1
% of respondents

IT respondents2

Non-IT respondents3

58
46

26
20
14

Organizational
context and culture
limit CIO’s role

1 This

CIO is not elevated
enough in organization
to assume additional
responsibilities

12

CIO lacks
transformationoriented
mind-set

15
9
CIO lacks necessary
knowledge of
business and
processes

15
7
CIO lacks necessary
leadership capabilities

question was asked only of respondents who cited a role other than the CIO as owner of at least 1 of the following technology activities:
design of e-commerce and online experience, technical delivery of e-commerce and online experience, developing analytics use cases for insight
generation, identifying cutting-edge innovative technologies for the business, running organization’s online e-commerce business, and digital
marketing. Respondents who answered “other” or “don’t know” are not shown.
2 n = 375.
3 n = 291.
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identify these factors almost twice as often as their IT peers do. What’s more,
Exhibit
of 6 now, we’ve confirmed the importance of CIO leadership. The more involved a CIO is
in several5surveys
in shaping overall business strategy, the better the IT function performs, both overall and on digital strategy
(Exhibit 5). The latest results show that elevating the CIO’s role, both structurally and culturally, could

Exhibit 5

More CIO involvement in the business correlates with an IT function that’s more effective,
both overall and on digital strategy.
Likelihood that IT
organization is very effective,1
% of respondents

Likelihood that business impact
of digital initiatives is significant,2
% of respondents
44
1.8×

24
15

2.5×

6
CIO not involved in
business strategy3

1 Respondents

CIO involved in
business strategy4

CIO not involved in
business strategy

CIO involved in
business strategy

were asked to rate IT’s effectiveness in 11 different areas, and this analysis includes the average rating across these areas.
question was asked only of respondents who said their organizations have pursued a digitization transformation (ie, a large-scale change
effort that is more comprehensive than a short-term improvement program) in the past 2 years; n = 360.
3 “Not involved” includes respondents who say their CIOs are not at all involved, somewhat involved, and moderately involved in business
strategy at their organizations.
4 “Involved” includes respondents who say their CIOs are very involved in business strategy.
2 This
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Exhibit 6

Of the CIOs who are involved in business strategy, nearly half report directly
to their CEOs.
CIO involvement in shaping organization’s business strategy and agenda,
% of respondents1
Not at all
involved
7

Slightly
involved

Moderately
involved

Very
involved

Don’t know/
not applicable

24

28

36

5

Likelihood that CIOs are
very involved, based
on direct reporting lines,
% of respondents1

Business-unit leader

Chief financial officer

Chief operating officer

19

33

37

43

Chief technology officer

48

Chief executive officer

2.5×
1n

= 709.

be the key to achieving this. When the CIO reports directly to the CEO, rather than the CFO or other
senior roles, respondents are 2.5 times likelier than others to say their CIOs are very involved in company
strategy (Exhibit 6).
Second, the root causes of IT’s ineffectiveness must be addressed. According to IT respondents, the most
significant problems are a lack of clear priorities for the IT function, weakness in IT’s operating model,
and talent issues. In fact, talent has actually grown as a root cause; respondents are twice as likely to cite
talent issues now as they were in 2015. With the operating model, the key challenge for CIOs to solve
is inefficient governance and work-intake processes. Just after that, IT respondents most often cite weak
alignment between business and IT, unclear roles and responsibilities (both of which affect the clarity
of IT’s priorities), and lack of a hybrid digital-IT operating model (which is needed for digital initiatives
and solutions to work). By addressing these ongoing issues, IT leaders and their organizations will
resolve three-quarters of the main reasons why IT isn’t performing effectively.
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Looking ahead
In response to the challenges that the survey results revealed, here are three steps that can help CIOs and
IT organizations strengthen their value proposition and contributions to the broader business. These steps
are mutually reinforcing, so taking all three together will increase the success and impact of each.
 CIOs must rewrite their job descriptions. Despite performance concerns and an uncertain future for
IT, CIOs will need to increase expectations for themselves and the IT function. They must also work hard
to elevate their role within the organization, developing both their leadership and business muscles
while building a more direct reporting line to the CEO. To do so, they will need to write a more ambitious
job description that reflects their organizations’ broader aspirations for growth and innovation. This
could mean taking on newer responsibilities around customer engagement, such as omnichannel design,
design and oversight of analytics, and the centralization and automation of core business functions.
CIOs will also need to focus on developing both the functional skills (such as digitization and delivery) and
the leadership skills necessary to gain credibility as a true business partner, and they must ensure that
the IT organizations they lead are meeting—or even surpassing—expectations.
 Address nagging causes of IT ineffectiveness. The results point to three critical areas of IT ineffectiveness—
a lack of priorities, operating-model weaknesses, and issues related to talent—on which organizations
must make quick progress. The first requires a frank discussion with business leaders to close the gap
between perceived and actual priorities. Agreeing on priorities will help IT play a clear, focused role
in the organization, ensure visibility and appreciation for the technology-related transformations IT is
leading, and let IT leaders shift their time and resources to the areas the business values most, such
as innovation and integration. The second—strengthening IT’s operating model—has been a top-two cause
of poor performance for two years in a row and is especially crucial for organizations pursuing digital
transformations. These organizations will need to move to a more unified and flexible operating model to
support large-scale digital efforts that will inevitably span disparate technologies (legacy and nextgeneration) and delivery practices (agile and traditional methodologies). Finally, the search for top IT
talent must include new approaches to workforce planning, attraction, evaluation, and development,
as well as the culture of the IT organization.
 Integrate technology across the enterprise. Another opportunity for CIOs is the role of integrator.
Respondents report a wide variety of technology-leadership roles at their organizations, and that technology
is touching upon the work of many business functions. CIOs, then, are in a unique position to observe
these activities at their organizations and serve as a central architect to help manage the technology-enabled
innovations and capabilities. To do so, they will need to strengthen their own transformation muscles by
freeing up change-minded technology leaders from their day-to-day activities and building transformation-
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leadership capabilities within their teams. They will also need to connect more closely with committed
business partners who understand the long-term journey of transformation via technology and are willing
to help navigate the organization through potential disruptions.

1

The online survey was in the field from October 11 to October 21, 2016, and garnered responses from 709 participants. Of these,
395 have a technology focus, and the remaining 314 are C-level executives representing other functions. The participants
represent the full range of regions, industries, company sizes, and tenures. To adjust for differences in response rates, the data are
weighted by the contribution of each respondent’s nation to global GDP.
2 “Partnering to shape the future—IT’s new imperative,” May 2016, McKinsey.com; “Why CIOs should be business-strategy partners,”
February 2015, McKinsey.com.
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